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Kuwaiti “society began to have a positive view of the
missionaries during the Battle of Jahra because the
Mission Hospital played a big role in treating the wound-
ed”, Gharib said, referring to Kuwait’s 1920 battle against
Saudi-backed Wahhabi militants.

Over the past century, Christians have immigrated
from Turkey, Iraq and Palestine during periods of
upheaval, gaining citizenship under a 1959 Nationality
Law, although a later law banned non-Muslims from nat-

uralization. At the last count, according to Father
Emmanuel, Kuwait has 264 native Christians from eight
extended families, out of a total native population of 1.35
million. The local Christian population is dwarfed by
900,000 expatriate workers of various Christian denom-
inations and nationalities - from Lebanese to Filipinos.

Unlike Saudi Arabia which bans the construction of
churches, Christians of different denominations are “free
to practice” in several churches and Kuwait City munici-
pality has provided land to bury their dead, he said.
Christian Kuwaitis say they feel a greater sense of identi-
fication with one of their own as priest. “An Egyptian or
Lebanese priest performs the same liturgy but a Kuwaiti
priest can communicate the teachings of the Bible in the
Kuwaiti dialect,” said Abu Nader, a 63-year-old parish-
ioner. For 54-year-old Eyad Noman: “Our relationship
with him is very strong... He is one of us.” — AFP 

Homegrown priest 
celebrates Bible...
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to condemn neo-Nazis - was ready to walk. Wall
Street insiders - who have embraced Trump’s tax cuts
and laissez faire approach to regulation - expressed dis-
belief at the policy, but also disbelief at a White House
that appears to have careened off the rails.

Trump’s tweets came only hours after he blindsided
Republicans by advocating raising age limits for gun
ownership, tightening background checks and seizing
some weapons without due process. Republicans have
shown themselves to be strikingly tolerant of Trump’s
rhetorical and even alleged moral transgressions, but that
gun heterodoxy was a step too far for most. “Strong
leaders don’t automatically agree with the last thing that
was said to them,” snapped Republican Senator Ben
Sasse. “We have the Second Amendment and due
process of law for a reason.”

Even Fox News anchor Tucker Carlson, who has
marched in lock-step with the White House, accused
Trump of betrayal. “Imagine Obama saying something
similar? He’d (have) been denounced as a dictator.
Congress would talk impeachment. Some would mutter
secession,” Carlson said. On Thursday Trump himself had
to clean up the mess, hosting representatives from the
powerful gun lobby in the Oval Office for what he termed

a “Good (Great) meeting”. Sources say he called the
Republican author of pro-gun bill, Senator John Cornyn,
to express support, as his staff tried to row back his com-
ments. “Conceptually, he still supports raising the age to
21,” said Sarah Sanders, peddling back hard on universal
background checks. “Universal means something differ-
ent to a lot of people,” she said.

The latest wave of crises has rocked an administration
that has been in the impact zone for more than 13 months.
“The lack of anything resembling a serious process
around both the gun and tariff announcements makes
painfully clear we have a White House in disarray at the
same time we have a world in disarray,” said Richard
Haass, a veteran diplomat and president of the Council on
Foreign Relations. “If you are not worried, you should be.
The combination is nothing less than toxic.”

As the White House struggled to keep its head above
water, Kushner faced a rash of new allegations about his
financial dealings with foreign governments, the chief of
staff John Kelly was forced to say he would not resign and
Congress announced a probe into White House security
clearances. This, after Kelly admitted the administration’s
early handling of classified information and gatekeeping of
sensitive secrets was not up to snuff and 35-40 staffers
had “top secret” clearance they did not need. 

“In terms of the handling of classified material” he said
the White House “wasn’t up to the standards that I’d been
used to”. “Nothing illegal,” he added. “But it wasn’t quite
up to the standards.” Between this barrage of scandal and
an angered president willing to go off script, the most
common question around Washington and around the
White House is “how long can this go on?” — AFP 
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football’s governing body would not introduce VAR
in next season’s Champions League due to ongoing
“confusion” surrounding its use. Infantino conceded
that he too was once a skeptic. “I was pretty much
against it a couple of years ago and I changed my mind
because I studied it,” he said.

He pointed to IFAB research from 1,000 matches
showing that referee accuracy without VAR - which
stood at 93 percent - rose to 99 percent with video
assistance. With VAR, referee decision-making was
“almost perfect”, Infantino said. Others have voiced
concern about video assistance slowing down the
game, possibly breaking a team’s momentum or dimin-
ishing fan experience by forcing people to abruptly halt
a celebration while a goal is reviewed. Infantino said
that rather than ruining celebrations, VAR will create
“an additional moment of tension”.  

The Football Association’s chief executive Martin

Glenn, seated next to Infantino, conceded that improve-
ments were needed. That includes better communication
with fans while reviews were ongoing and a better defi-
nition of what constitutes a “clear and obvious error”
that justifies a VAR review, Glenn said. Asked about
reported hostility towards video review with the
Premier League, Glenn said he believed English clubs
understood the benefits of VAR “conceptually” and that
its implementation was may only a matter of time.

Some skeptics also have reservations about intro-
ducing such a significant change at the World Cup,
before all the kinks have been resolved at lower-profile
competition. “I can guarantee the referees that will be
at the World Cup will be ready”, Infantino pledged.
Pierluigi Collina, the chairman of FIFA’s referee com-
mittee, noted that the governing body had been prepar-
ing for more than a year to use VAR at the 2018 World
Cup even though the decision has not been made.
“FIFA is not going to start tomorrow”, he told
reporters. “We already started in December 2016”.

For Infantino, the overriding objective was to ensure
that referees are able to make the right calls, especially
in an era when many fans have access to a full range of
replays on their smartphones. “At the end of the day
what is... important for us is that we can help the refer-
ee to take the right decision”, he said.  — AFP 
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court, which was against ceding control of the islands
of Tiran and Sanafir, the other by the court of urgent mat-
ters, which looked to void that decision.

“The signature of the representative of the Egyptian
state on the maritime borders agreement between the
governments of Egypt and Saudi Arabia is undoubtedly an
act of sovereignty,” the supreme court said in a statement,
adding that approving the deal was down to Egypt’s leg-
islative body. Prince Mohamed signed the deal on behalf
of the kingdom before becoming crown prince. Egypt’s
parliament backed the deal in June, and Sisi ratified it one
week later.

Opponents say Egypt’s sovereignty over the islands
dates back to 1906, before Saudi Arabia was founded.
Saudi and Egyptian officials say the islands belong to the
kingdom and were only under Egyptian control because
Riyadh had asked Cairo in 1950 to protect them.
Opposition to the deal has been a problem for Sisi, spark-
ing the only major street protests since he came to power
in 2014 and becoming a rallying point for opposition fig-
ures that have been marginalized during his rule.

The Saudi crown prince is also expected to visit
France in the coming weeks. The diplomatic offensive
comes as Prince Mohammed, a self-styled modernizer
who has sought to project a liberal image of Saudi
Arabia to investors, consolidates power to a level unseen
by previous rulers. A dramatic shake-up announced last
Monday saw military top brass, including the chief of
staff and heads of the ground forces and air defense,
replaced. Prince Mohammed’s reshuffle came after he
sidelined political rivals to become heir to the throne last
June and orchestrated a royal anti-corruption purge in
November that saw princes, ministers and tycoons
locked up in Riyadh’s luxury Ritz-Carlton hotel for near-
ly three months.

“His first trip as crown prince is symbolically a moment
for the young Saudi ruler to try to put Riyadh’s best foot

forward on the world stage,” Andrew Bowen, a scholar at
the American Enterprise Institute, told AFP. “It comes at a
time of uncertainty and turbulence at home and he has an
upward task of both selling to the business community
that Saudi is a stable and safe place to do business and
that he has a steady hand on foreign policy despite Qatar
and Yemen. This certainly won’t be an easy sell.”

The British government said Prince Mohammed’s visit
will help enhance cooperation in tackling challenges such
as “terrorism, extremism, the conflict and humanitarian
crisis in Yemen”. But some protests are expected during
his visit over the West supplying Saudi Arabia with arms
despite the kingdom’s role in the crisis gripping Yemen,
said Mohamed Abdelmeguid, an analyst at the Economist
Intelligence Unit.

The crown prince’s visit to the United States in late
March, which a Saudi government source said could
include multiple cities, would highlight the Trump admin-
istration’s efforts to sign a nuclear cooperation accord
with Saudi Arabia. Riyadh is expected to announce this
year who will build the first two of up to 16 reactors, and
negotiations are under way with the United States for its
agreement to export technology needed for their con-
struction. Besides the US company Westinghouse,
Russian, French, Chinese and South Korean firms have all
been seeking the Saudi contracts.

Another key focus could be the Aramco initial public
offering. The kingdom is preparing to sell under five per-
cent of its state-owned oil giant, the crown jewel of the
Saudi economy, in what is expected to be the world’s
largest ever IPO. “Prince Mohammed may seek to foster
a competitive rivalry between a UK government desper-
ate to attract Saudi investment to offset the Brexit chaos
and his US hosts, particularly over the Aramco IPO,” said
Kristian Ulrichsen, a fellow at the Baker Institute for
Public Policy at Rice University in the United States.

US President Donald Trump hosted Prince Mohammed
in March 2017, just weeks after taking office, and he chose
Saudi Arabia for his first official overseas visit as president.
Saudi Arabia has grown close to its longtime ally
Washington under Trump, whose harder line on Iran and
softer stance on arms sales are a welcome shift in policy for
Riyadh. Saudi Arabia viewed Trump’s predecessor president
Barack Obama as too accommodating towards Iran - par-
ticularly on negotiating a 2015 nuclear deal. — Agencies  
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DOUMA, Syria: Government forces intensified fight-
ing yesterday inside Syria’s Eastern Ghouta, as tens of
thousands of civilians in the besieged rebel enclave east
of Damascus awaited urgently needed aid. On another
front in Syria’s seven-year civil war, Turkish air strikes
killed 36 pro-regime fighters in a Kurdish enclave near
the Turkish border. Syria’s war has killed more than
340,000 people and spiralled into a complex conflict
involving world powers since starting in 2011 with the
brutal repression of anti-government protests.

Russia-backed regime forces have since February
18 killed more than 640 civilians - including over 150
children - in bombardment of Eastern Ghouta, one of
the armed opposition’s last strongholds in the country.
Following a deadly wave of air strikes and shelling,
fighting on the ground has intensified in recent days,
with loyalists retaking several areas inside  the agri-
cultural region, the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights said. 

Regime forces have advanced steadily since
Thursday, the Britain-based monitor said, recapturing
two areas in the east and southeast of the enclave yes-
terday alone. “Regime forces and their allies have inten-
sified their attacks on rebel positions in the past 48
hours,” Observatory head Rami Abdel Rahman said.
Eastern Ghouta’s 400,000 residents have lived under
regime siege since 2013, facing severe food and medi-
cine shortages even before the latest offensive.

‘Scorched earth policy’ 
The fighting on the ground comes after Russia on

Tuesday started a daily five-hour “humanitarian pause”
in the enclave - a move that falls far short of a 30-day
ceasefire demanded by the UN Security Council. The
ferocity of the bombardment initially lessened but it has
continued to claim lives, and trucks loaded with desper-
ately needed aid remain unable to enter the enclave.
Thousands of civilians instead are surviving on meager
stocks, and medical staff struggle to treat casualties
with inadequate medical supplies.

The UN Human Rights Council postponed voting
Friday on a British resolution condemning the crisis in
Eastern Ghouta, after member states failed to agree on
a final text. Moscow has offered safe passage to non-
combatants wishing to leave the enclave during the

pause, but no Syrian civilians have left since Tuesday,
the Observatory says.

Government fighters are trying to advance inside
Eastern Ghouta to cut off the main town of Douma and
its surroundings in the north of the enclave, as well as
isolate the southeastern area of Al-Marj, Abdel Rahman
said. Jaish al-Islam, a main opposition group in the
region, accused regime forces of carrying out a
“scorched earth policy” as they progressed into the
enclave. Opposition fighters abandoned their positions
confronted with “hysterical bombing” in agricultural
areas in the east, Jaish al-Islam spokesman Hamza
Bayraqdar said on Telegram.

Deadly Turkish strikes 
In the northwest of the country, there was more

bloodshed in the roughly six-week offensive by Turkey
and allied fighters against Kurdish militia now backed
up by pro-government Syrian forces. Turkish air strikes
killed at least 36 pro-regime fighters battling alongside
the Kurds in the enclave of Afrin yesterday, the
Observatory said. The Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) alliance said the Turkish raids targeted
pro-regime positions, but gave no death toll.

The two-storey building where the fighters were
located was completely eviscerated, an AFP correspon-
dent reported, with several burnt out vehicles visible
among the rubble. The Observatory said the strikes on
the area of Kafr Janna were the third such raid on loyal-
ist fighters in the enclave bordering Turkey in less than
48 hours. They came after Turkish raids on other parts
of the enclave killed 14 pro-regime fighters on Thursday
and four more on Friday, the monitor said.

Turkish-led Syrian opposition fighters on Jan 20
launched an assault on Afrin, controlled by the Kurdish
People’s Protection Units (YPG). Pro-regime fighters
joined the Kurdish militia inside the enclave a month lat-
er, after the Kurds appealed to Damascus for help. The
Observatory says Turkish-led forces control more than
20 percent of the enclave after seizing the area of Rajo
in the northwest of Afrin yesterday. They also seized a
strategic mountain in the northeast of the enclave, a mil-
itary official from the Turkish-led operation said.

Ankara says the YPG is a “terrorist” extension of the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which has waged a
three-decade insurgency against the Turkish state. The
YPG has been a key component of a US-backed SDF, a
Kurdish-Arab alliance that has been fighting the Islamic
State group in Syria. The Observatory says more than
140 civilians have been killed in Turkish bombardment
since the start of the assault, but Turkey denies the
claim and says it takes the “utmost care” to avoid civil-
ian casualties. — AFP
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